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How to Use the Budgeting Tool of 

Your Dreams 
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There are a few ways to use this tool: 

For the anal retentive, detail-obsessed, type A-holes AKA us. 

You have a need to track your expenses at a daily or weekly level. 

The type-B chillers that still care about having their shit together. 

You’re interested in tracking every couple weeks or monthly for 

now – rigidity is not for you atm. WARNING: once you do start 

tracking more regularly, it’s addicting af. 

Regardless of how frequently you track your expenses, stay commit-

ted—you could shed hundreds of dollars of bloat in your spending 

if you stay on top of your game! 
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1. Familiarize yourself with the tool a couple days before the month for which you 

want to start tracking expenses. 

2. Create a realistic budget for the month: See our 5 Tips to Budget Like a Boss 

B!tch.  

3. Start with the first tab, “(Your Name) Rollup.” Rename the tab with your name 

(right click on tab -> Rename.) Insert “Your Name” into cell A2. E.g. “Personal 

Finances – Leanne.” 

4. Scroll right, until you find the month for which you want to start tracking 

expenses, April 2019 is shown below as an example. 
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5. In row 4, “Month Start Cash Flow,” under “19-Apr,” insert the total amount of liquid 

money you have on the last day of the previous month, 3/31/2019 in this example. Liquid 

cash includes the money in your accounts to which you have ready access or available short-

term funds. This could be the amount in your checking account, savings account, money 

under your mattress – whatever you’re using to fund your life (aka not your 401(k)/Roth/

personal investment account) 

6. In row 7, “Net Income,” insert the total sum of any paychecks (after taxes and deductions) 

you will receive for that month. If you have variable income, make your best guess. Include 

bonuses, as well as reimbursements you may get this month for which you fronted cash 

previously! 

7. Drag the net income all the way to the right, across row 7. You will be able to adjust this in 

the future when your pay changes, but keep it constant for now.  
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8. Now you’re ready to forecast! Navigate to the “Monthly Budget” tab. Fill out all of 

the rows in the “Forecasted” columns in the table with what you plan to spend in 

each category for that month. Notice it will sum up the rows in the “Total” row for  

      each table. 

 

 

 

 

  

9. Categories can be added, deleted or edited. The tool is customizable for your lifestyle. 

Ensure that the formulas are adjusted accordingly when you make changes :). 

10. After you’ve completed forecasting, the grand total will be summed in cell B93. 

Regardless of your “Month Start Cash Flow,” your forecast generally shouldn’t exceed your 

“Net Income”—common sense yeah? You’ll need enough padding if you happen to go over 

your forecast, and for the start of the month to cover expenses until your next payday rolls 

around. 

 

 

11. Returning to the “(Your Name) Rollup” tab, you’ll see that cell E5, “Monthly Expenses” is 

populated with your forecasted total, as well as the following months’ “Month Start Cash 

“Flow. This is so you can project your future cash flow. 
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12. Now that all the pre-work is completed, it’s time to spend that hard-earned cash! And 

track it of course :D. At the end of the day, week, or month, navigate to the “Expense Tracker” 

tab. Review your bank and credit card statements and fill in columns B-F (columns G & H will 

populate automatically based on your inputs). Fill in the date of your purchase, what the item 

was or where it was from, the amount spent, and use the category dropdowns in the “Budget 

Category” and “Budget Subcategory” columns to code your purchase categories. It’s im-

portant to use the category dropdowns as the “Monthly Budget” sheet auto-populates its 

“Actual” column based on these. You can view the complete list of categories and subcatego-

ries in the “Expense Categories” tab. 

 

13. The entries in Step 12 will populate the “Actual” column for the appropriate subcategory 

in the “Monthly Budget” sheet. The difference (“Variance”) between what you forecasted and 

actually spent will also automatically calculate. In this example, you can 

see I exceeded my Clothes/Accessories and 

Skin Care budgets, but I came under in eve-

ry other subcategory in Beauty. Overall, I 

exceeded my Beauty budget by $71.34. 
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14. Finally, it’s the end of the month, and you did it! You recorded all of your expenses in the 

“Expense Tracker“ and are ready to prep for the upcoming month. Now what? Time for an 

assessment. Navigate to the “Monthly Budget” tab once more. Rows 92-95 are your report 

card, which we love bc let’s be real, we’re #tryhards at heart. While “Forecasted” was your 

projection for the month, “Actual” is how you did in practice. “Variance” shows the difference 

between the two. If this column is negative (red diamond), you exceeded your estimate. If it’s 

positive (green circle), congrats, you came in under budget!  

 

 

 

 

 

15. You may also notice that while you’re recording throughout the month, the “% Budget 

Used”  and “% Budget Remaining” fields populate. This is so you can get a quick feel for how 

you’re doing on your spending overall throughout the month. In this example, I exceeded my 

projection by 7%, or $200.00.   

16. Fortunately, because you were so diligent about tracking your expenses (nerd alert), you 

know exactly in which categories you exceeded your budget and in which you didn’t. This will 

help you adjust your forecast when estimating for the following month. Where can you add or 

delete projected funds? 

17. Lather, rinse, and repeat steps 1-16 for the upcoming month, and you’re officially a 

budgeting badass. See those stacks rise! 
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